What guides us ?
Since 1996, EXTREM’ VISION is composed by a team of experts made up of impassioned
people having important values in the respect of their commitments and their daily mission.
From optro-mechatronics engineering to manufacturing, via an integral project’s
management, EXTREM' VISION team is made up engineers and high-level technicians,
perfectly mastering all the details of a product.
Our force is to be able to carry out, in full autonomy, a program going from study of needs
until the setting in hand of the product, the whole associated with a philosophy of
maintenance in operational conditions and of obsolescence management which wants to be
reactive and global.
Don’t hesitate to consult our website in order to reach our products range:
F1

Underwater SAFRAN JIM binoculars program

Hardening YETI 20 & ProtecJIM

F2

COMPAGNON program
Motorola | Thales | Harris

Mobile radios and underwater
headset

F3

Waterproof housing for on board radios

VHF war harsh environments

F4

Underwater GPS ALLIGATOR

Waterproof geopositioning system

F5

Tactical lighting and dazzling systems
RAID LIGHTING

For ballistic shields /
Counter-terrorism

F6

Multispectral tactical optronic system
RAID VIEW

For ballistic shields /
Counter-terrorism

F7

MiniMax-UHD: the 4K Day Images Sensor

All environments

F8

Programmable waterproof video recorder

All environments

F9

Energy packs, cables and connectors

Accessories

F10

Images transmission

Accessories

F11

Custom-tailored realization

With your listening

F4

GPS ALLIGATOR PROGRAM

Made in France

GPS ALLIGATOR program is a ruggedized geopositionning system waterproof to
20 meters (IP69-20) developped for use in underwater and maritime
environments and retaining its primary functions in terrestrial use.
Responding to the requests from operational units EXTREM' VISION extends the
possibility of a conventional GPS which does not allow today to detect the
satellite signal during the immersion phase.
ALLIGATOR can be used during underwater insertion missions, from Diver
Propulsion Device (DPD) and/or in redundancy from manned Swimmer Delivery
Vehicle (SDV). ALLIGATOR allows the continuation of the mission in return to the
surface, then on land (integrated antenna and altimeter).
It incorporates a very high sensitivity remote antenna mounted on a floating
device for an improved and maximum reception of satellites even in strong swell.

For more than 20 years, satisfaction of our customers, on the long-term, has been the priority
of our actions. Our ambition is always to do better in order to remain faithful to our currency:

Listening to the operational needs we also offer every peripherals and
accessories required to carry out the missions.

To be useful is an honor

EXTREM' VISION, carries out programs in the fields of Defense and Security either
in range or custom-made.

EXTREM’ VISION
Espace OPTIMUS
3, avenue Gustave Eiffel
66600 RIVESALTES (France)
Tel: + 33 (0)4 68 55 51 55

Contact
contact@extrem-vision.com

We have a culture and the necessary qualifications for the design, manufacture,
integration and marketing of sensitive equipments with high added value for all
the units according to their specific expertise.

GPS ALLIGATOR waterproof 20 meters
The ALLIGATOR concept is a waterproof, intuitive, ruggedized GPS made of highstrength synthetic materials. The ergonomics has been specially designed for
using this GPS with tactical gloves in underwater, maritime or terrestrial
environments.

Data

Energy

Underwater deployment

| Access to micro SD card |
Features

| 2 batteries AA/LR6 or LS14500 |

Waterproofing

IP69 - 20 meters
Can be disconnected underwater

Accumulator / Autonomy
Environments of use
Geopositionning (1 meter precision)

| Dedicated USB cable |

Underwater action, nautical raid,
pedestrian infiltration, etc.

Operational working

Highly efficient flexible floating antenna,
with 10 meters cable.

Dimensions of the housing
Dimensions of the screen

L = 165 x l = 76 x thickness = 50 mm
5,6 x 4,1 cm, protected screen

Underwater version weight
Maritime/terrestrial version weight

2,190 kg, neutral in the water (- 46g)
0,680 kg

External operation on PC

| Transport suitcase |

✓

Transport suitcase

Option

Operational working
●
●

●
Attaching suction cups
Special photo insert and attaching plate
Wire feed unit with locking system for the
antenna cable

ALLIGATOR user's guide

✓

Standard GPS user's guide

✓

Maintenance set 1st level NTI 1

Supplied with suction cups
+ photo insert for attaching plate
+ place for setting up insurance

Micro SD card
Dedicated USB cable

Use with gloves

Guarantee

Storage

2 batteries AA/LR6 / 20h00
2 military LS14500 / 30h00

For further information,
please contact us

1 year
✓
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